Introduction
Mining association rules (ARs) can be classified as one of the most popular and prominent areas in data mining. It aims at discovering the interesting correlations, frequent patterns, associations or casual structures among sets of items in the transaction databases or other data repositories. This term was coined by Agrawal et al. 1 and amazingly it stills become an active research in knowledge database discovery. For the past decades, ARs have been widely used in various types of applications such as retail transaction, stock market analysis, etc. In brevity, an item is said to be frequent if it appears more than a minimum support threshold. These frequent items are then used to produce the ARs. Besides that, confidence is another measure that always used in pair with the minimum support threshold.
By definition, least item is an itemset whose rarely found in the database but still can produce interesting and potentially valuable ARs. These rules are very important in discovering rarely occurring but significantly important, such as air pollution detection, critical fault detections, network intrusions, and etc. At the moment, many series of ARs mining algorithms are using the minimum supports-confidence framework to limit the number of ARs. As a result, by increasing or decreasing the minimum support or confidence values, the interesting rules might be missing or untraceable. Since the complexity of study, difficulties in algorithms 2 and it may require excessive computational cost, there are very limited attentions have been paid to discover the highly correlated least ARs.
For both frequent and least ARs, it may have a different degree of correlation. Highly correlated least ARs are referred to the itemsets that its frequency does not satisfy a minimum support but are very highly correlated. ARs are classified as highly correlated if it is positive correlation and in the same time fulfils a minimum degree of predefined correlation. Recently, statistical correlation technique has been widely applied in the transaction databases 3 , which to find relationship among pairs of items whether they are highly positive or negative correlated. In reality, it is not absolute true that the frequent items have a positive correlation as compared to the least items.
The low minimum support can be set to capture the least items. However, the trade off is it may generate the huge number of ARs. As a result, it is enormously difficult to identify which ARs are most interesting and really significant. Furthermore, the low minimum support will also proportionally increase the computational performance and its complexity. Since the complexity of study, difficulties in algorithms 2 and it may require excessive computational cost, there are very limited attentions have been paid to discover least ARs.
Therefore, this paper is an attempt to mitigate the mentioned above problems based on three contributions. First, a novel measurement called Critical Relative Support (CRS) 4 is employed to discover the desired critical least ARs. A range of CRS is always in 0 and 1. The more CRS value reaches to 1, the more significant and critical those particular rules. Second, SLP-Growth 5 algorithm and enhanced version of tree data structure called LP-Tree are employed. In order to ensure only certain least items are captured, Interval Least Support (ISupp) is suggested and embedded in the SLP-Growth algorithm. Third, experiments on two UCI 6 medical datasets have been conducted to evaluate the CRS measurement. Resulting from the experiments is very important to measure its effectiveness and scalability.
In this paper, we address the problem of mining least ARs with the objectives of discovering significant least ARs but surprisingly are highly correlated. A new CRS measurement 4 and SLP-Growth algorithm 5 are employed to extract these ARs. The proposed algorithm imposes interval support to capture all least itemsets family first before continuing to construct a significant least pattern tree (SLP-Tree). The correlation technique for finding relationship between itemset is also embedded to this algorithm. Two benchmarked medical datasets called Breast Cancer 7 and SPECT Heart 8 are employed in the experiment.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work. Section 3 explains the basic concepts and terminology of ARs mining. Section 4 discusses the proposed method. This is followed by performance analysis thorugh two esperiment tests in section 5. Finally, conclusion and future direction are reported in section 6.
Related Work
Until now, several works have been done in proposing the scalable and efficient methods of frequent ARs. However, only few attentions have been paid for mining least ARs. As a result, ARs that are rarely found in the database are always ignored by the minimum support-confidence threshold. In the real world, the rarely ARs are also providing significant and useful information for experts, particularly in detecting the highly critical and exceptional situations.
Zhou 16 proposed FP-Growth algorithm which break the two bottlenecks of Apriori series algorithms. Currently, FP-Growth is one of the fastest approach and most popular algorithms for frequent itemsets mining. This algorithm is based on a prefix tree representation of database transactions (called FP-tree).
Preliminaries
The following part will discuss in detail all the basic terms and terminology used in this paper.
Association Rules (ARs)
ARs were first proposed for market basket analysis to study customer purchasing patterns in retail stores 1 . Recently, it has been applied in various disciplines such as customer relationship management 17 , image processing 18 . In general, association rule mining is the process of discovering associations or correlation among itemsets in transaction databases, relational databases and data warehouses. There are two subtasks involved in ARs mining: generate frequent itemsets that satisfy the minimum support threshold and generate strong rules from the frequent itemsets. Let I is a non-empty set such that
, and D is a database of transactions where each T is a set of items such that I T  . An association rule is a form of B A  , where . ARs that satisfy the minimum support and confidence thresholds are said to be strong. The equation of (2) can be derived to produce the following definition:
Correlation Analysis
The strength of correlation is measure from the lift value. If
then B and A are independent and there is no correlation between them. If
, then A and B are positively correlated, meaning the occurrence of one implies the occurrence of the other. If
, then A and B are negatively correlated, meaning the occurrence of one discourage the occurrence of the other. Since lift measure is not down-ward closed, it definitely will not suffer from the least item problem. Thus, least itemsets with low counts which per chance occur a few times (or only once) together can produce enormous lift values.
Jaccard Similarity Coefficient (Jaccard)
Jaccard Similarity Coefficient (Jaccard) in Ref. 21 is a statistical index for measuring the similarity and variety of sample sets. It measures the similarity between sample sets, and the size of the intersection divided by the size of the union of the sample sets:
The idea is to measure the proportion of the union itemsets, compare to availability of antecedent and consequence in the union of the itemsets. In other words, it is the cardinality of intersection of itemsets divided by the cardinality of their union. Mathematically, it can be denoted as:
The Jaccard is focused more on binary similarity between the sets by both sides of the rules. The range of the measurement is between 0 and 1. The more values mean the similarity between itemsets is very much closer.
IS Measure (IS)
IS Measure [22] is an alternative statistical index for measuring the asymmetric variables. The measure is defined as follows: (7) Mathematically, IS measure is equivalent to the cosine measure for binary variables. Thus, A and B can be defined as a pair of bit vectors,
, the dot product of vectors,
, the magnitude of vector A, therefore
The IS value of itemset is low whenever one of its rules has low confidence value. For this measure, the value is in the range of 0 and 1. 
and each transaction can be identified by a distinct identifier TID.
Definition

Definition 1. (Least Items). An itemset X is called least item if
, where  and  is the lowest and highest support, respectively. The set of least item will be denoted as Least Items and
Definition 2. (Frequent Items). An itemset X is called frequent item if
The set of frequent item will be denoted as Frequent Items and 
Definition 4. (Ordered Items Transaction). An ordered items transaction is a transaction which the items are sorted in descending order of its support and denoted as
, where
An ordered items transaction will be used in constructing the proposed model, so-called LP-Tree.
Definition 5. (Significant Least Data). Significant least data is one which its occurrence less than the standard minimum support but appears together in high proportion with the certain data.
Definition 6. (Critical Relative Support). A Critical Relative Support (CRS) is a formulation of maximizing relative frequency between itemset and their Jaccard similarity coefficient.
The value of Critical Relative Support denoted as CRS and
CRS value is between 0 and 1, and is determined by multiplying the highest value either supports of antecedent divide by consequence or in another way around with their Jaccard similarity coefficient. It is a measurement to show the level of CRS between combination of the both Least Items and Frequent Items either as antecedent or consequence, respectively.
Algorithm Development
Determine Interval Support for Least Itemset
Let I is a non-empty set such that . The set is denoted as k R . Itemsets are said to be significant least if they satisfy two conditions. First, support counts for all items in the itemset must greater ISMin. Second, those itemset must consist at least one of the least items. In brevity, the significant least itemset is a union between least items and frequent items, and the existence of intersection between them.
Construct Significant Least Pattern Tree
A Significant Least Pattern Tree (SLP-Tree) is a compressed representation of significant least itemsets. This trie data structure is constructed by scanning the dataset of single transaction at a time and then mapping onto path in the SLP-Tree. In the SLP-Tree construction, the algorithm constructs a SLP-Tree from the database. The SLP-Tree is built only with the items that satisfy the ISupp. In the first step, the algorithm scans all transactions to determine a list of least items, LItems and frequent items, FItems (least frequent item, LFItems). In the second step, all transactions are sorted in descending order and mapping against the LFItems. It is a must in the transactions to consist at least one of the least items. Otherwise, the transactions are disregard. In the final step, a transaction is transformed into a new path or mapped into the existing path. This final step is continuing until end of the transactions. The problem of existing FP-Tree are it may not fit into the memory and expensive to build. FP-Tree must be built completely from the entire transactions before calculating the support of each item. Therefore, SLPTree is an alternative and more practical to overcome these limitations.
Generate Significant Least Pattern Growth (SLP-Growth)
SLP-Growth is an algorithm that generates significant least itemsets from the SLP-Tree by exploring the tree based on a bottom-up strategy. 'Divide and conquer' method is used to decompose task into a smaller unit for mining desired patterns in conditional databases, which can optimize the searching space. The algorithm will extract the prefix path sub-trees ending with any least item. In each of prefix path sub-tree, the algorithm will recursively execute to extract all frequent itemsets and finally built a conditional SLP-Tree. A list of least itemsets is then produced based on the suffix sequence and also sequence in which they are found. The pruning processes in SLP-Growth are faster than FP-Growth since most of the unwanted patterns are already cutting-off during constructing the SLP-Tree data structure. The complete SLP-Growth algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . The weighted ARs (ARs value) are derived from the formula (4). This correlation formula is also known by lift. The processes of generating weighted ARs are taken place after all patterns and ARs are completely produced.
Detecting Critical Least Association Rules in Medical Databases
Discovery Highly Correlated Least ARs
From the list of weighted ARs, the algorithm will begin to scan all of them. However, only those weighted ARs with correlation value that more than one are captured and
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Construct items in transaction in descending order, Apply Correlation 36: end for loop considered as highly correlated. For ARs with the correlation less than one will be pruned and classified as low correlation.
Experiment Tests
Breast Cancer Wisconsin dataset from Ref. 7
The first experiment was conducted on Breast-Cancer-Wisconsin dataset. The aim of the dataset is to diagnose the breast cancer according to Fine-Needle Aspirates (FNA) test. The dataset was obtained from a repository of a machine-learning database University of California, Irvin. It was compiled by Dr. William H. Wolberg from University of Wisconsin Hospitals, Madison, Madison, WI, United States. It has 11 attributes and 699 records (as of 15 July 1992) with 158 benign and 241 malignant classes, respectively. Table 2 displays the mapped of original attributes with new attributes id. Item is constructed based on the combination of attribute id and its domain. For simplicity, let consider an attribute "Clump Thickness" with domain "1". Here, an item "101" will be constructed by means of a combination of an attribute id (first two characters) and its domain (third character). Jaccard similarity coefficient and IS Measure (IS) are employed in the experiment for comparison.
To ensure the least ARs are extracted, ISupp is set in a range of 0.00% to 5.00%. By embedding SFP-Growth algorithm with ISupp feature, only 4,082 ARs are produced. ARs are formed by applying the relationship of an item or many items to an item (cardinality: many-to-one). Here, the maximum number of items appears in each ARs is set to 6. Fig. 4 depicted the correlation's classification of least ARs. For this dataset, the rule is categorized as significant if it has positive correlation and CRS should be at least 0.5. The first item appears more frequent as compared to second item. From the analysis, item 3010 appears 8.29% from the entire dataset. For the second item, it occurs less 1.57% from the first one. Therefore, based on this finding, details analysis and study by physician are recommended to discover the level of significant of these least ARs. It may reveal something interesting and great contribution in the domain knowledge of medicine. Fig. 5 illustrates the summarization of correlation analysis with different ISupp. 
Cardiac Single Proton Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) from Ref. 8
The second experiment was conducted on Cardiac Single Proton Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) dataset or also known as SPECT Heart dataset. SPECT is a nuclear medicine technique that uses radiopharmaceuticals to produce images representing slices through the body in different planes. By this technique, the images are functional in nature rather than being purely anatomical such as ultrasound, CT, and MRI. The dataset was obtained from a repository of a machine-learning database University of Colorado, Denver, USA. There are two categories of patient; normal and abnormal. 267 SPECT images were processed in order to extract 44 continuous feature patterns. Further processed was carried out and finally 22 binary feature patterns were extracted. In summary, the dataset had 22 attributes and 267 records. From the total record, 206 patients were classified as abnormal (positive heart diseases) and employed. Table 4 displays the mapped of original attributes with new attributes id. Item is constructed based on direct mapping between their respective domains. For example, an item "11" represents the partial diagnosis for attribute F1 is "1". If the partial diagnosis for attribute F1 is equal to "0", thus item will not be created. For any attribute that has a value of "0" for their partial diagnosis, it will not be appeared in the record. Here, ISupp is fixed in a range of 3.00% to 8.00%.
By embedding SFP-Growth algorithm with ISupp, 31,710 ARs are produced. As similar to first experiment, ARs are formed by applying the relationship of an item or many items to an item. Here, the maximum number of items appears in each ARs is also set to 6. 
Conclusion
Mining least ARs is undeniable a very crucial in discovering the rarity or irregularity relationship among itemset in database. It is quite complicated, computationally expensive and absolutely required special measurement in order to capture the least rules. In medical context, detecting the irregularity ARs is very useful and sometime can help save human's life. However, formulating an appropriate measurement and finding a scalable mining algorithm to extract the respective rules are very challenging. Therefore, Critical Relative Support (CRS) measurement and SLP-Growth algorithm are employed in the experiment of medical datasets. Here, Breast Cancer and SPECT Heart datasets have been used for evaluations. The result shows that CRS and SLP-Growth algorithm can be used in detecting the critical least ARs with highly correlated, and thus verify it scalabilities.
